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AFTERWORKS 

The « JeuXdi by ParisLongchamp » are back 

for 8 evenings starting on 12 may 2022 
 

Your favourite Thursday evening fun, where horseracing, open air parties, music and street food come together in a relaxed 

atmosphere finally returns from 12 May onwards! 

“JeuXdi” is finally back! From 12 May 2022, the 

unique afterwork get-together in the west of 

Paris returns once more to the vast green lawns 

at the ParisLongchamp racecourse! When the 

gates open for “Jeuxdi by ParisLongchamp”, you 

know that work is over and it’s time for horse 

racing!  

Each Thursday from 5.00 pm, the 

ParisLongchamp racecourse is “the” place to be 

thanks to an original racing program and its team 

competition, great food and music that lasts long 

into the night. 

 

Discover JeuXdi by ParisLongchamp HERE 

 CALENDAR: 8 DATES TO SPEND YOUR EVENING IN THE OPEN AIR  

The 2022 season of the “Jeuxdi by ParisLongchamp” includes 

8 dates. Each Jeuxdi will be an opportunity to rediscover the 

pleasure of sitting in the open air, far from the noises of the 

city, in a friendly atmosphere where you can chat over a drink 

and dinner whilst enjoying the vast lawns at the racecourse. 

ORIGINAL COMPETITIONS AROUND HORSE RACING 

Organised team competitions around the theme of horse 

racing. Thanks to the advice and information provided by the 

team leaders, everyone can win one of the many prizes and 

discover the universe of horse racing!  

https://youtu.be/zhC6FYJldIM
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JEUXDI EVENINGS ATTRACT NEW SPECTATORS TO HORSE RACING 

 

The last JeuXdi events in 2019 (before Covid) attracted 90,000 spectators. "JeuXdi by ParisLongchamp" evenings are 

particularly popular with students and young adults who are fascinated by the sheer speed of the horses and the power 

of the jockeys in the final straight, which is exactly what they look for in terms of excitement.  

The new JeuXdi season is eagerly anticipated by this crowd that has wholeheartedly embraced these very original 

evenings.  

In fact, according to a Goudlink survey that was carried out among ticket buyers for these get-togethers. Nearly 90% of 

the people present at the racecourse confirmed that they were interested in horse racing and 95% said they appreciated 

the general atmosphere.  

In addition, 84% of attendees said they would like to participate in other events organised at the France Galop owned 

racecourses. 

BOOKING IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED as dates sold out last year! 

TICKETS - From 7€ in advance sales on the France Galop website : HERE 

 

THE JEUXDI BY PARISLONGCHAMP ARE ALSO IDEAL FOR BUSINESS MEETINGS 

 

The friendly atmosphere of the "JeuXdi by ParisLongchamp" 

afterwork evenings is also appreciated by many companies 

who can receive their guests in the different reserved spaces 

at the ParisLongchamp racecourse, such as the panoramic 

restaurant and its huge roof top on the top floor of the 

ParisLongchamp stand or a private area right next to the 

track, close to the party.  

For your events, contact the France Galop sales department: 

commercial@france-galop.com 

https://www.billetterie.france-galop.com/fr/jeuxdi-by-parislongchamp
mailto:commercial@france-galop.com
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